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Exceeding expectations
in cloud workspace management

«¬
Many years after launching their on-premises workspace management suite
scense, and building on their experience in delivering dynamic applications in
personalized workspaces gathered ever since, AppiXoft have recently
introduced a cloud-based workspace management solution: worXpace.
With worXpace, both IT administrators and service providers around the world
can now design and operate IT environments from a single management
interface and with unprecedented flexibility.

Application management at its finest

Cloud and On-Premises

WorXpace truly assists the IT admin in delivering
applications. For new applications, worXpace does the
heavy lifting by analyzing and preconfiguring the
application packages. And in complex application scenarios,
the graphic application-composition provides clarity.

WorXpace is a cloud solution that works perfectly with
AzureAD. But support for traditional Windows Active
Directory is just as strong, making worXpace perfect for
hybrid environments and cloud transitions.

Personalized use
WorXpace comes with next level application- and user experience, hasslefree cloud-based management, smooth application delivery and solid
security.
WorXpace offers the tools to handle virtually any deployment challenge,
whether you are serving thousands of users or running a more modest IT
environment. And for use on both company-owned devices or in BYOD
scenarios.
What’s more, worXpace is designed for IT admins who like to treat
employees as people rather than mere computer users. People with unique
wishes, skills and quirks who know very well when and where they are most
productive.
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Exceeding expectations in cloud workspace management

Application lifecycle management
For that reason it is crucial to give people exactly what
they need to do their job in such a way that it does not
interfere with their personal workflow, creativity and
familiar workspace.

Learn more about ª?
Contact us:
appixoft.com/worxpace
info@appixoft.com
or book a demo

WorXpace is making great strides in application
lifecycle management. Not only the introduction of
new applications, but also their delivery, their usage
and the inevitable discontinuation or upgrade to
newer versions becomes a breeze.
By ‘understanding’ the application packages and then
automatically pre-configuring them, worXpace
relieves administrators of tedious but important
research in the process of deploying new applications
or updates.
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No client configuration required
The interaction between the client software and cloud
service is designed to balance a maximum user
experience with a responsive cloud back-end.
The cloud back-end relieves admins from retaining
server hardware and software, as well as licenses and
maintenance that go with it.

Tailored for use by service providers
Additional productivity tools enable IT-admins to build
and manage IT workspaces to the finest detail. This
includes the ‘desktop bridge’ that enables worXpace
admins to browse for local files, folders, and registry
objects from their web browser as if they were using
locally installed management tooling.
Thanks to worXpace’s flexible multi-tenant
implementation, service providers in turn can serve
multiple customers from a single management
system, operating with one or multiple subscriptions.
They can either completely unburden customers with
a full-service strategy or have a lighter touch by
coaching customers while they do most of the work
themselves.

Automatic updates of the worXpace components
enable trouble-free management of the worXpace
client software.
To further relieve IT admins, the worXpace agent
needs no configuration and automatically connects to
any workspace definitions in the cloud.
WorXpace works seamlessly with Active Directory,
Azure AD and any Windows 10 or 11 computer,
including virtual devices.
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About Appixoft
Through our high-end User Workspace Management solutions, we deliver dynamic applications in a
personalized workspace to many thousands of satisfied users worldwide. «¬ plays a strategic role in
delivering functionality and real-time access to the right persons, in time, wherever they happen to be. By
doing so, we enable organizations to deliver business-critical applications and information quickly and
efficiently. We work towards the ultimate productivity and user experience for both end users and
administrators. And with a great sense of honesty: Appixoft provides, «¬ delivers!

Contact us:

info@appixoft.com

+31(0)85 0160 550

www.appixoft.com
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